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1.
marionettes; and it comprises a marionette or
puppet, simulating the human figure, or an ani
mal, flower or the like, said marionette com
prising a plurality of body portions which, With
the possible exception of the extremities, are in
the general shape of cylinders and constructed
from thin, resilient, sheet material of the nature
of organdy, tarlatan or the like, said cylinders
being advantageously rolled at their ends to pro
Wide reinforcement and being connected at the
joints by a plurality of peripheral threads, said
figures usually being provided with control
threads for manipulation; all as more fully here
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be constructed of a pair of the cylinders joined to
each other and to the trunk portions by threads.

This invention relates to manufacture of

The hands and feet can also be constructed from
5

the Same sheet material, such as organdy, the
fingers being formed separately and sewed to the
palm portion, or by sewing the material into folds
to produce fingers with the thumb being sewed
On Separately. The ears and nose can be made
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inafter set forth and as claimed.
The making of marionettes is an ancient art.

of organdy likewise and sewed on the head, while
the eyes, eyebrows and mouth can be embroi
dered, if desired. Beads can be used for eyes.
The described construction produces a marion
ette which has a small fraction of the weight of
marionettes constructed of solid materials. Yet
these figures are sufficiently strong to support
clothing. Owing to the lightness of the figures

Their use dates back at least to the 15th century.
These figures have been constructed of a wide

I have made suitable controls from rolled con

O

it is also possible to employ light-weight controls.

struction paper, for example, the wings or trans

aSSortment of different materials but, prior to
the present invention, it has been conventional
to employ filled or stuffed figures or figures made
of various Solid materials, such as Wood, Sponge

Verse bars being made of cardboard or rolled

paper. The use of controls of this type, together
With my light Weight marionettes, is much less
tiring on the Operators. And the figures are more
graceful and dainty in their movements owing

rubber or the like. While such figures can be

manipulated satisfactorily by adults, they are

somewhat too heavy for children to operate 5 to their lowerinertia.
My invention can be described in greater detail
satisfactorily. And their weight militates against
by reference to the accompanying drawing which
any nimble or dainty movements of the figures,
shows, more or less diagrammatically, illustrative
Which are frequently required to produce the best
embodiments of several marionettes constructed
effectS. Solid, heavy figures appear relatively
30 in accordance With the present invention. In
clumsy in action.
this showing,
I have discovered that improved marionettes
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a marionette
can be made from Stiff elastic textile materials,
Simulating
a human body,
Such as Organdy, crinoline, tarlatan, rayon net
Fig. 2 is a similar view of an animal marionette,
and the like or from parchment paper, cello
phane, cellulose acetate or sheet materials of like 35 Fig. 3 is a similar view of a flower, while
Fig. 4 is a similar view of a tree constructed in
nature having Sufficient stiffness and resiliency
accordance With this invention.
to hold their shape when rolled into the form of
In the various figures like parts are designated
cylinders. All of these materials can be described
by like reference numerals. Referring to Fig. 1,
aShaving the physical characteristics of organdy,
All body portions of human marionettes can be 40 the trunk of this human figure is made in two
cylindrical Sections and 2, joined at their ends
constructed of these cylinders, with the possible
by a plurality of threads 3. The material at the
exception of the hands and feet. These cylinders
ends of the cylinders is curled, as indicated at 4.
can be made rounded at their ends for example
The arms are also formed into upper and lower
in the construction of heads, by the use of darts
Or Overlapping folds and the like. For reinforce 45 cylindrical portions shown at 5 and 6, which are
ment purposes it is desirable to curl the material

at the ends of the cylinders where they are to be
joined. The resulting cylinders can then be con
nected to produce joints by a plurality of threads

having a length sufficient to produce adequate
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articulation.

The trunks of my human marionettes can be
constructed of either one or two of the described

cylinders. When two are employed greater re
siliency is produced. The arms and legs can each
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joined in a similar manner, the upper arm por
tions being united to the top of trunk section
by threads in the manner indicated. The legs
are formed in similar manner, with thigh and
calf portions 7 and 8, respectively. The tops of

the thigh portions are joined to section 2 of the
trunk by means of threads as shown. The head 9
is formed from a cylinder but the neck O and
the Crown are shaped by being gathered as
shown. To make the chin 2 cross cuts in the
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shape of a T can be made, the adjacent edges
of the lower cut being overlapped and Sewn to
gether to produce the neck portion. The nose 3
and ears 4, shown in Fig. 1, are made separately
of organdy and then sewn to the head. The

If desired the threads connecting the cylinderS
can be made of rubber. Reinforcing elements of
cardboard or other material can be introduced
if necessary. Transparent marionettes can be

hands 5 are likewise made separately of organdy
and attached by threads to the arm cylinders as
shown. The feet 6 are of organdy and are at

constructed from cellophane, cellulose acetate or

tached to the legs by a plurality of threads.
Beads 7 are sewn to the ends of the feet in

order to provide additional weight. It Will be
noted that control threads are attached on either
side of the head, to the back, to the knees and
to the hands. But it is evident, of course, that
additional control threads may be employed and
that these threads can be attached at different
points, if desired.
In Fig. 2 a representation of a dog or other
animal is shown. The body 8 of this marionette
is made from a single cylinder gathered at its
ends as shown. The thigh and calf portions of
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ears 2 can be made of Organdy or rayon net, for

example. Control threads may be attached as

1. A marionette constructed at least partly
from thin sheet material rolled into the general

5

of organdy, crinoline, tarlatan, rayon net, parch
ment paper, cellophane and cellulose acetate.
3. The marionette of claim 1 wherein said sheet
25

24)

In Fig. 3 a flower marionette is shown. The

which may be brightly colored, if desired. The
stem 23 is made of a plurality of Organdy cylin

ripheries and serving to produce joints.
6. A human rinarionette having a trunk, arms
and legs constructed of hollow cylinders of thin
sheet material having approximately the stiffness
of Organdy, said cylinders being Spaced apart and

flexibility. The leaves 24 are attached by threads
to the stem and may be constructed of rayon net,
for example. In imaking leaves or other flat parts
from rayon net, this material is preferably used

loosely connected at their peripheries with a plu
rality of threads, thereby forming joints, said cy
linders being curled at their ends to produce

in a double thickness Sewed together or a single
45
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The control threads are attached to the leaf. ruf

fles and to the top of the trunk as shown.
have described. What I consider to be 55

Stiffness.
7. The marionette of clain 6 wherein the head

of Said marionette is formed of a cylinder of sheet
material of the nature of organdy gathered at the
top to produce the crown and at the bottom to
- produce a neck portion, the neck portion being
Spaced from but attached to the trunk with a

plurality of threads connected to the peripheries
of the neck portion and the trunk cylinder.
8. An animal marionette comprising a head,
tail, trunk and legs constructed of hollow cylin
ders of thin sheet material having approximately

the Stiffness of organdy, said cylinders being
Spaced apart and loosely connected at their pe
ripheries by threads, thereby forming joints, the
60

preceding description how these and other types

can be constructed from stiff, resilient, sheeted
materials of all types, using my cylinders as con

struction elements and with their attendant ad
vantages of lightness in weight and flexibility. If
desired, the marionettes can be constructed from

material is curled at the ends of Said cylinders,
said threads being attached to the curls.
5. A marionette comprising a body and ap
pendages constructed of a plurality of hollow
cylinders Spaced apart and formed from thin
sheet material having the characteristics of or
gandy and a plurality of threads loosely connect

ing the ends of Said cylinders around their pe

ders attached at their ends by threads to provide

While

material is a textile material which has been sized

to produce sufficient stiffness.
4. The maliciette of claim 1 wherein said sheet

blossom 22 can be made of a hollow glass ball,

the best embodiments of my invention, it is evi
dent, of course, that various modifications can be
made in the specific constructions described with
out departing from the purview of this invention.
I have constructed a large assortment of Inarion
ettes of different types in addition to those shown
in the drawing, representing butterflies, birds,
COWS, horses, etc. It is believed evident from the

shape of hollow cylinders with the cylinders
spread apart and loosely connected at their pe
ripheries by means of threads to produce joints,
said sheet material being resilient and sufficiently
Stiff to hold its shape When rolled.
2. The marionette of claim 1 wherein said sheet
material is one selected from a class consisting

shown.

thickness can be used if the edges are turned back
and hemmed. A glass bead fit is attached at the
base of the stem to provide Weight.
In Fig. 4 is shown the representation of a tree.
The trunk 25 is constructed of cylinders of or
gandy, for example, joined by threads as shown.
The branches and leaves 26 can be adequately
represented by skirt-like rufiles of organdy or
rayon net, for example. A glass bead at the
base of the trunk furnishes the required Weight.

other transparent plastic sheet materials. Other
modifications of my invention which fall. Within
the scope of the following claims will be evident
to those skilled in the art.
What I claim is:

the legs 9 are also made in one piece, the legs
being attached to the body by threads extending
from the upper inner side of the legs. The feet
6 are attached to the legs in a similar manner
and are provided with beads 7 as in the case of
the human figure. The head 9 and tail 20 are
formed from cylinders gathered at one or both
ends and secured to the body by threads. The

4.

marionettes can be employed as background
material in theatrical stage settings, for example.

thin textile materials which normally lack the
necessary stiffness for the purpose but which
have been artificially stiffened by the use of sizing
agents, such as starch or glue. The marionettes
can be constructed in large sizes, if desired, and
operated by mechanical means. Full size tree 75

cylinders forming said head, and tail being

gathered at their ends and connected to said
trunk by means of threads.

9. A flower marionette comprising a stem con
structed of a plurality of hollow cylinders of a

thin sheet material having approximately the
Stiffness of organdy, said cylinders being spaced
apart and loosely joined at their peripheries by
threads to produce flexibility.
10. The marionette of clain.9 wherein leaves
are provided of Said material joined to said stem
by threads to produce flexibility.

11. The marionette of claim 9 wherein a glass
ball representing a flower is mounted at the top

of said stem and a bead to provide weight is
mounted at the bottom of said stem,
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12. A marionette having a trunk portion conREFERENCES CITED
structed of at least one hollow cylinder of a thin
sheet material having approximately the stiffness
The following references are of record in the
and resiliency of organdy, legs constructed of
file of this patent:
cylinders of Said sheet material spaced from but 5
UNITED STATES PATENTS
loosely attached at their peripheries to said trunk
portion with threads to produce joints, feet conNumber
Name
Date
structed of said material attached to Said leg
1,066,713
Cronin -------------- July 8, 1913
cylinders with threads, and weighting beads
1,308,432 Tochridge ----------- July 1, 1919

mounted on said feet, said cylinders being curled 10 1,425,974

at their ends for reinforcement.
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